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About
Happy Mag
Happy Mag's mission is simple: to
celebrate the people that do good for
the planet and inspire the good in
others.
Our founder, Maisie Jeffreys, is a
marine biologist and a science
communicator specialist. Happy Mag
started when she noticed that a lot of
media was focused on the 'doom and
gloom' aspects of conservation. But she
believes talking about conservation in a
happy, hopeful way is much more
effective. After all, whilst humans are
having an increasingly devastating
impact on our ecosystems, many
individuals and organisations are
working tirelessly to protect
endangered species. We applaud these
people, share their successes and
highlight the wonderful work humans
can do for the planet!
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MOUNTAIN GORILLA BACK FROM THE
BRINK

Thanks to conservation efforts, the Mountain Gorilla has improved
in status from critically endangered to endangered, giving
renewed hope for this vulnerable species...

WHERE IN THE WORLD?
The Mountain Gorilla (Gorilla beringei beringei) is one of
two subspecies of Eastern Gorilla (Gorilla beringei) found
across the Virunga mountains in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC), Rwanda and Uganda,
and in the Bwindi Impenetrable National Park in
Uganda.
WHAT THREATS ARE THEY FACING?
Hunting: Mountain Gorillas are hunted for their meat, as
trophies and for the illegal pet trade.
Habitat loss: Human populations around the Mountain
Gorillas' habitat are expanding, felling large areas for
farming and cattle grazing. As more people come into
contact with this species, the risk from disease also
increases.
War, oil and gas exploration also pose an increasing
threat to Mountain Gorillas.

CONSERVATION EFFORTS
The International Gorilla Conservation Programme
(IGCP) was formed in 1991 and works to protect the
Mountain Gorillas and their habitat. It involves the
collaboration of Fauna & Flora International (FFI), the
World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), the Rwanda
Development Board (RDB), the Uganda Wildlife
Authority (UWA) and the Institut Congolais pour la
Conservation de la Nature (ICCN).
The IGCP works to educate communities, interest
groups and the general public on the importance of a
regional ecosystem-based approach to conservation.
This means empowering the people of Rwanda, DRC and
Uganda to protect the mountain gorillas and their
habitat. IGCP has supported reforestation projects,
environmental awareness programmes and education
initiatives.
For example, IGCP has equipped and paid

Mountain Gorilla Virunga National Park staff who take part
GOOD NEWS
numbers have nearly in anti-poaching patrols across
Volcanoes National Park. This has led
In November 2018 the Mountain Gorilla
doubled
in
the
past
30
to the arrest of poachers and a drastic
was updated as endangered on the IUCN
reduction
in poaching- meaning a safer
Red List, an improvement from its former status as
years
critically endangered. This good news is a result of
collaborative conservation efforts across their range: the
population. of mountain gorillas has increased from 620
individuals in 1989 to around 1,004 individuals today!

habitat for Gorillas.

There is still work to be one; this species remains listed
as endangered on the IUCN Red List. However, with
continued conservation efforts and the work of local
people, there is hope for this beautiful species!
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SHARK RECOVERY AT TABBATAHA
REEF
Around 25% of elasmobranchs (sharks, rays and skates) are threatened with extinction; many are at risk
from overfishing, habitat loss and climate change. In Tubbataha Reef Marine Park, however, shark
populations are showing signs of recovery, thanks to the effort of local authorities...

LOCAL COMMUNITIES WORK TO PROTECT SHARK POPULATIONS
Tubbataha Reef Marine Park, (TRNP) in the
This success of the park is due to several reasons.
Philippines covers 130,028 ha of pristine coral reefs,
Firstly, the park rangers of Tubbataha Reefs manage and
extensive lagoons and coral islands. It is what's known as a patrol the area throughout the year. Secondly, the parks
biodiversity hotspot- home to around 200 different
large size and isolation from humanity enables marine
elasmobranch
species. Sinceefforts,
the 1980s
area has
been hasorganisms
Thanks to conservation
the this
Mountain
Gorilla
improvedto thrive away from anthropocentric activities.
protectedin
from
human
a recent study
by a
Lastly,
status
fromactivities,
criticallyand
endangered
to endangered,
givingthe protection of the park since the 1980s has
team of scientists
has revealed
shark populations
are enables multiple generations of sharks to survive and
renewed
hope for that
this vulnerable
species...
reaping the benefits. The study, which used underwater
reproduce without fishing pressure. Elsewhere, the long
surveys to measure shark abundance and diversity, found period in which sharks take to reach sexual maturity means
that shark abundance in the TRNP is higher than in most
that many are caught before they can reproduce, hindering
other Marine Protected areas (MPAs) around the world.
the recovery of depleted populations.

Scientists reported some of the
highest abundances of grey reef
sharks and whitetip reef sharks
known worldwide!

Tabbataha Reef is located
within the Coral Triangle and
supports 374 species of corals,
almost 90% of all coral species
in the Philippines!
PROTECT SHARKS, PROTECT THE ECOSYSTEM
Sharks and other elasmobranchs are top predators in the food chain, meaning
they control the populations of their prey. This ‘top-down’ control maintains
the balance of the ecosystem; sharks have been shown to control species
composition in many ecologically important habitats, including coral reefs. In
areas where shark species have gone locally extinct, detrimental impacts on
the ecosystem have been observed. Hence, when we protect sharks- the rest of
the ecosystem benefits too!
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WWF IN AFRICA: PROTECTING FORESTS
AND COMMUNITIES
Africa's ecosystems are crucial in supporting people and their development, but are being profoundly affected by
anthropogenic activities and climate change. The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) is working with local communities and
governments to protect African forests, and to sustainably manage resources...
WWF is working towards protecting the forests of the world, and by 2030 aims to:
1. Effectively protect over half the world's forests by stopping degradation and enhancing resilience
2. End deforestation completely
3. Regenerate 350 million hectares of forest
Africa, in particular, has seen local communities embrace these efforts, leading thesuccess of projects across the
continent:

In east Africa, WWF has
successfully worked to halt the
illegal trade of timber and forest
products across the region.

WWF's Mondi Wetlands
Programme has been running
for over 25 years in South
Africa. In this time, it has
restored a number of
biologically important wetlands
by inspiring people in
agriculture and forestry to work
together. The wetland
management and restoration
policies that it has helped to
develop are now used countrywide.

14% of the forests in
Tanzania are now
sustainably managed
thanks to the efforts of
local communities and
governments. This is
double the 2015
amount!

In Mozambique, a
community-based
organisation successfully
restored water sources,
that had dried up due to
deforestation, by
replanting 60,000
native trees.

WHY ARE OUR FORESTS SO IMPORTANT?
Around 4 million hectares of forest cover earths surface, providing a habitat for 80% of earth's terrestrial animals and
playing important roles in climate regulation and water cycling. Forests are not only ecologically important but are also
crucial economically: they provide livelihoods and shelter for an estimated 14 million people. Although deforestation
continues, current attitudes are changing and now, more than ever, people are recognising the importance of protecting
the environment,
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WHY IS COMMUNITY-LED
CONSERVATION SO IMPORTANT?
Educating locals on the

LONG-TERM BENEFITS

of conservation ensures the success of
projects.
Locals have a wealth of

KNOWLEDGE

about local wildlife and
conservation issues.

Active conservation

CREATES JOBS

Engaging with communities

INSPIRES THE NEXT
GENERATION to protect
their environment.

Conservation helps communities
and wildlife live in

HARMONY

with each other, particularly in
areas where humans and animals
are in conflict.

for locals. For
example, as park
rangers who
perform poaching
patrols.
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SOME OVER-WHALE-MING SUCCESS!
International bans on commercial whaling have led to the recovery of Fin Whale (Balaenoptera
physalus) and the western subpopulation of the Gray Whale (Eschrichtius robustus). The Fin whale is
now listed as vulnerable and the Grey Whale as endangered, an imporvement on their status as
endagered and critically endangered, respectively...
INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION BREEDS SUCCESS
Since 1976 an international ban on commercial whaling has been in place in the Southern Hemisphere
and the North Pacific., which posed a huge threat to whale populations. Fin whales are now protected
throughout their range thanks to collaboration between governments, industry and civil society. Five
Gray Whale range states – Japan, the Russian Federation, the Republic of Korea, the USA and Mexico
recently signed a Memorandum of Cooperation Concerning Conservation Measures for the Western
Gray Whale Population. These actions have given populations a much needed opportunity to recover; Fin
whales are now estimated at 100,000 and numbers are steadily increasing, whilst Grey whale
populations remain stable for the first time in generations.

It is estimated there are
now over 20,000 grey
whales in the wild!

CONSERVATION NEEDS TO CONTINUE
Industrial activity, including oil and gas
development and fishing still poses a threat to
whales worldwide. Just recently, the Trump
administration took a step toward future oil
and natural gas drilling off the Atlantic shore,
approving five requests allowing companies to
conduct deafening seismic surveys that could harm
and potentially kill whales, dolphins and other
marine animals. However, action is being taken:
since 2004, an IUCN-led independent panel of
scientists has been advising Sakhalin
Energy, one of the largest companies
operating offshore in the Russian Far
East, on how to manage the potential
impacts of its activities on the whales.

The fin whale used to be
called the herring or
razorback whale, and is
the second largest
species on earth after
the blue whale!
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COEXTINCTION
Coextinction is a documentary series exploring the plight of the
Southern Resident Killer Whales and the inspiring story of the
people fighting to save them. The series takes the viewer on an
immersive journey alongside the killer whales, Chinook salmon,
and the Salish sea.
The southern resident killer whales (SRKW) represent the smallest of four
resident communities within the Pacific Northwest. It is the only killer whale
population listed under the Endangered Species Act by the National Marine
Fisheries Service, National Oceanic, and Atmospheric Administration.
Unlike other resident communities, the SRKW is only one clan (J) that consists
of 3 pods (J, K, L) with several matrilines within each pod. As of 2019 there are
just 75 individuals left, and the population continues to decline.
Headed by Gloria Pancrazi and Elena Jean, Coextinction is a documentary
series aimed at documenting the SRKW, the issues they face and the incredible
people fighting for their existence.

WHY ARE THEY ENDANGERED?
PREY DEPLETION
SRKW eat mostly salmon, and most of their diet is
comprised of the Chinook (King) salmon. Unfortunately,
overfishing has lead to the decline of this species across its
range. This, coupled with climate change and habitat
destruction, has led to killer whales struggling for food..

POLLUTION
SRKW are some of the most contaminated marine mammals
in the world. Toxic anthropogenic chemicals, including
pesticides, PCBs and PBDEs accumulate in their tissues.
They can even be found in such high concentrations in dead
individuals that those individuals must be disposed of in
hazardous waste sites.

NOISE
A little-known pollutant, marine noise from boats and
crowding can interrupt foraging behavior, scare away
prey or mask echolocation. Hemorrhaging and
subsequent death has also been reported in killer
whales exposed to ships' sonar.

FEATURED
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THE PEOPLE DOING GOOD: GLORIA PANCRAZI
AND ELENA JEAN
In this interview, we talk to the incredible Gloria Pancrazi and Elena Jean, the founders and
directors of Coextinction.
Why did you want to get into the conservation sector and give a voice to endangered
species?
Gloria: For me, I’ve always loved orcas since I
was a kid. When I was graduating university I
was also volunteering for Living Oceans. I had
to do their annual reports, which meant
writing down all the facts about the SRKW. I
found out all this information all at once and I
couldn’t believe that my favourite animal was
going extinct in the place I love [Canada]. I
thought, "I have to do something, there’s no
time to waste." I majored in Journalism and I
figured a documentary was the best way to
have a long-lasting impact, similarly to
Sharkwater and Blackfish. So I went to work
for Straitwatch; I wanted to film that summer
but it was so busy. I learned a lot about the
orcas while I was there, and I saw how many
boats were on the water compared to how
few of the southern residents were left. And
that's where I met El [Elena]! I was only
planning on doing a 10 minute documentary
with a GoPro, but we dreamt really big, our
life has changed a lot and it’s just been a wild
ride!

Elena: So I met Gloria on Saturna island,
which is where she was working, and that’s
a hotspot for filming Orcas. It’s kind of this
cool, magical story of these two women,
with passions that are similar, that joined
forces. But prior to Glo [Gloria], my Dad
works at the Toronto zoo, so growing up I
was always exposed to wildlife. I actually
studied engineering and wasn’t on a path to
pursue conservation or filmmaking, but it
was always something I was interested in.
Then I started a company [One Species]
with some students and we make clothing
around specific endangered species.
Totally arbitrary, I chose the SRKW as a
species and then it just kind of tumbled out
from there, I had no idea what I was getting
into! I started learning more about SRKW
and then after a period of time I decided
we’d make a trip to the coast to film them
and it spun out, none of it was planned. We
just trusted our intuition that something
was there that we needed to explore
together.

Photo creds: Gabriel Swift,
Coextinction

Elena Jean

Gloria Pancrazi

Even reading about the SRKW I didn’t realise that there’s only 75 left. I at least
thought it was in the 80s.

Gloria: Even when we started there
were 78, but the number kept dropping
and dropping; it’s such a rapid decline. We
initially wanted to call Coextinction ‘78’
when we started to work on the film, but
we thought, ok, by the time this film comes
out there’s probably going to be less
Orcas. I think 5 years is the estimate time
we have until they become functionally
extinct. Right now we have 5 mature
females but as soon as we lose them, or
the males for that matter, we're
there. We’re at the 11th hour. For
example, if there’s an oil spill right now, it
would be catastrophic- one issue and
they’re gone. And like El said they have
personalities- one’s curious, one's shy,
one’s adventurous. It's not like the losses
are in big numbers like they are with
sharks, but one orca dying is very
powerful.
Photo creds: Elena Jean, Coextinction

Elena: Not to anthropomorphise them, but
there are so many parallels between Orcas
and humans. It’s essentially like looking at a
group of people or a culture that has been
around forever, and they’re just dying off
one by one, each person. I think that puts it
into perspective. Its unusual and sad and
we’re at the point where scientists don’t
know that the extinction point is, but it’s
very close. We’re around two orcas away
from them not being able to recover. And
then there’s the other side, that the orcas
represent the entire ecosystem and the
wider issues that are happening there.
They are the canary in the coal mine. So
watching this species go extinct is
indicative of the situation with the entire
ecosystem; the salmon declining, the noise,
the pollution. It’s an issue that needs a lot
of attention and we’re lucky that Orcas are
such a charismatic species that already
have a fanbase we can tug on and bring
global attention to.
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Photo creds: Coextinction
Is that the main message with Coextinction?
Gloria: It’s to try and save this one species, but it’s not just one species,
it’s the entire ecosystem, it’s ourselves. Like the Lummi Nation said at a
meeting about the Transmountain Pipeline, "after the orcas are gone,
we're gone." We have this beautiful species and we get to show the
world not just the issues Orcas are facing, but the salmon as well; we
want people to care about them.
So what’s been the biggest challenge you’ve faced, or you think you'll
face with Coextinction?
Elena: I think having a mainstream impact, because there are people out
there that love Orcas and salmon because they have an understanding
of the issues they’re facing, and they will be the people watching the film
and galvanizing what we’re trying to do. This is amazing, but we want to
extend beyond that population of people and hit a mainstream
audience.
Gloria: While filming we found that there’s not just one issue
threatening SRKW, or even just the 3 main ones, but so many smaller
issues. So we have a lot of different people, lots of different opinions and
research, some of which is saying different things. So I think our biggest
challenge is that. Although people have different agendas and opinions,
we’ve got to step back and look at all the issues, focusing on long-term
and short term solutions. Really, we have to rethink the way we live for
the planet, not just the orcas. And that’s a challenge in itself.

Meet the team!

"After the Orcas
are gone, we're
gone."
What would you say is the main thing we as viewers can do?
Elena: I think first and foremost is realising that everything is
interconnected and facing environmental crisis. We really want to
get people thinking about how can they, in their backyard, can help
the world. With regards to the SRKW there’s tonnes of things we can
do; the film covers different points: fundraising, partitioning
depending where you’re living and making better choices about what
you eat.
Gloria: Talk to your friends about it, some of my friends have
stopped eating salmon because we have open conversations about
its impacts. Also, find one thing that you love and one thing that
you’re good at and put them together. Sometimes it’s overwhelming
because you think your actions don’t do anything but they do, such a
small change can make such a big difference. Reduce plastic intake,
shop sustainably, educate people, stop eating meat

Support
Coextinction
Follow
the

Coextinction journey
https://www.coextinctionfilm.com/
@Coextinctionfilm
@Coextinctionfilm
@Coextinctiondoc
@Coextinctionfilm
Photo creds: Coextinction
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Sharks4Kids
Sharks4Kids is an education and outreach program that teaches
children around the world about Sharks and the importance of the
oceans they live in.
Sharks are some of the most fascinating
creatures of the underwater world. They
come in all shapes and sizes… Dwarf Lanternsharks
can be found as small as your palm and Whale
Sharks grow to bigger than a school bus!
Despite their beauty, sharks are heavily
misunderstood. For decades people have been
scared of sharks, with films like Jaws and Megladon
perpetuating the mindset that these creatures are mindless
killing machines. The irony of this fear is that we as humans
are killing around 100 million sharks per year, which is having devastating impacts on our
oceans.
In fact, due to habitat destruction, overfishing, and being caught as bycatch, an estimated 25%
of species are thought to be threatened worldwide. Now, more than ever, sharks need people
to fight for their survival, and give a voice to species that don't have one.
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THE PEOPLE DOING GOOD:
JILLIAN MORRIS
In this interview, we chat to the inspiring Jillian Morris, founder of Tell us a bit about your background, where did your career in marine
Sharks 4 Kids.
conservation start? What was the driving force behind you getting into
the conservation sector?
I grew up in a small town in Maine, but my parents always took me to the
ocean. We also went to Florida each year for my dad’s work. During these
trips we always spent a lot of time outside, on and in the water. I got my
first mask and snorkel when I was 9 and this changed my world. I got to
swim manatees and see my first shark ( a nurse shark). I had always loved
the ocean, but really seeing that world only increased my fascination. This
passion only strengthened as I got older and continued in my studies at
university. During university I was able to do internships working with
sharks and this really solidified my desire to work with them. I studied
behavioural biology and marine science and then began traveling the
world to study and work with sharks.
I have worked on dozens of research, diving and film projects focused on
sharks over the years. These experiences have always inspired to share
with others. Either through my words or my camera, I want others to see
how incredible and important these animals are. I want them to see a
different side to sharks. Facts not fear.
Photo creds: Sharks4Kids
Why did you chose to start Sharks4Kids?
After starting in marine science and then working more in the film
world, I decided to combine both to make materials for teachers and
students. I started doing presentations at schools about 13 years ago
and always walked away feeling inspired. Kids can make a difference
and we need to help them realize their potential. We need to give
them the tools to speak up, knowing they will be heard. I decided to
focus on materials for teachers and students as well as in field
opportunities. I teamed up with my husband Duncan Brake , a marine
biologist and professional cinematographer and my best friend Dr.
Derek Burkholder, who had just finished his PhD on tiger sharks. It
was a project we were all passionate about and decided to bring to
life. Ultimately we wanted to create materials , presentations and
experiences made accessible for students and teachers, no matter
where they live.

"Kids can make a
difference and we need
to help them realize their
potential. We need to
give them the tools to
speak up, knowing they
will be heard."

Photo creds: Sharks4Kids

What’s been the biggest challenge with setting up Sharks4Kids so far?
I am a scientist, but have had to learn a lot about running a business. We
are a 501 (c ) 3 nonprofit and the application process was a lot of work.
We started from scratch with no money, no business experience, but a lot
of passion. We have all learned a lot along the way from accounting to
curriculum standards and more. It’s been one of the hardest things I’ve
ever done, but also the most rewarding.
What is the main thing(s) Sharks4Kids aims to teach people?
Our goal is to create the next generation of shark advocates through
education, outreach and adventures. We want kids to know the facts
about sharks, rather than fear mongering. We want them to understand
how important sharks are and how to help protect them. We are all
connected and as global citizens we must take action to protect our
oceans. Changing fear to fascination regarding sharks is a step in the right
direction.

FEATURED
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What can an average citizen, who isn’t necessarily a shark
scientist, do to help shark conservation?
There are so many things people can do.
1. Educate yourself – find out the facts about sharks
2. Avoid shark products ( meat, fins, squalene)
3. Select sustainable seafood if you eat seafood ( how was it
caught, where, is there bycatch?)
4. Read a shark book to kids at a local school or library
5. Dive/snorkel with sharks- change your perception and have
your own personal experience
6. Share your shark experience ( images, videos- talk to people)
7. Encourage your local school to incorporate our shark
education curriculum and programs.
What’s been the most positive thing to come out of all your
conservation work?
I am seeing the impact we are having as I work with students year after year. We
do a lot of work in the Bahamas and the teachers are reaching out saying they are
no longer afraid. One teacher actually just got certified to dive, which is amazing.
The kids run up to me in the street excited to share a shark fact they learned or that
they saw a shark. These kids are the future for sharks and the oceans, so we must
empower them. Seeing the actions they are taking is amazing.

Follow Sharks4Kids
https://www.sharks4kids.com/
@Sharkeducation
@Sharks4Kids
@Sharks4Kids
@Shark Kids

"I am seeing the impact we
are having as I work with
students year after year."

What advice would you give to someone who wants to make a difference in the world through conservation?
Don’t give up. It can be overwhelming and heart-breaking, but never give up. Each one of us can make a difference. Small actions add up.
What can we expect to see from you in the future- any exciting plans?
Sharks4Kids is creating a lot of new content for the website including new resources, activities, lesson plans and videos. I am also working on my
second kids’ book, so stay tuned!

Photo creds: Sharks4Kids
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FEATURED ANIMAL:

HORNED DESERT VIPER
WHERE AM I FOUND?
The Horned Desert Viper a venomous
snake species native to the deserts
of Northern Africa and parts
of the Middle East.

Although I'm well-known for
my horns, some hornless
desert vipers also exist!

WHAT DO I EAT?
This snake hides in the sand and
strikes at small birds and rodents,
using its toxic venom to kill its prey.

INTERESTING FACT!
The Horned Desert Viper can lay up
to 23 eggs at a time and each baby
can grow up to 85 cm in length!.

CERASTES CERASTES
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FEATURED SHARK TALES BLOG POST:

WHY SHARKS HAVE PERSONALITIES

A little known fact about sharks: studies have shown that they
actually have personalities! Some are social, some are loners
and some are just a little bit curious- but why?
In 2014 researchers from the University of Exeter and the
Marine Biological Association (MBA) showed that sharks
exhibit repeatable behaviour in different contexts. Or, in
lamens terms: they have personalities!
Whilst the personalities of primates and other social animals is
well-known, this was the first study of its kind in sharks. To test
for personality, researchers exposed groups of 10 small
spotted catsharks to three different habitat types with varying
levels of structural complexity. They found that sharks had
different social preferences: although group size changed,
social individuals remained well-connected regardless of
habitat and loner sharks remained isolated. In other words,
their social network positions were repeated through time and
across different habitats.
The different personalities of catsharks are thought to be
driven by two main factors: social drivers and environmental
context. Environmentally, variations in social behavior could
reflect different strategies for avoiding predators. Some
individuals in the study were more solitary and used the gravel
substrate as an opportunity to become individually
inconspicuous whilst out in the open. By contrast, other
individuals appeared more gregarious, using the stone
structures to hide in and around as a group. Although the
percieved risk of predation in sharks was not tested directly in
this study, predation risk has been shown to influence
aggregation behaviour in juvenile lemon sharks.

In addition to predation, an individuals’ preference for group
size has been known to fluctuate depending on a range of
environmental factors from parasite load to background
colour. However, the researchers detail that further research
is required in order to distinguish between these
environmental factors and social influences on personalities in
catsharks.
But what about all those curious sharks? The ones you hear about
in the news that approach divers and make friends?
Well, although the evolutionary mechanisms behind curiosity
in sharks have not been directly tested, Richard Byrne, a
neuroscientist at the University of St Andrews, had this to say
about its evolution across the animal kingdom:
‘Once you think of animal behaviour in information-processing
terms, the need for something like curiosity becomes obvious:
whether learning is ‘latent’ or not no longer matters. The point is
that, information is power.
‘it’s not far wrong [to say curiosity is a sign of intelligence]. With
more advanced perceptual and brain processes, there’s more to
discover; with more advanced motor abilities of brain and effectors,
more can be done. Inevitably those species with limited perception,
small brains, and restricted ability to affect the environment are not
going to show much signs of curiosity; so what animals are curious
about, and how long their curiosity lasts, may be revealing of their
information-processing abilities.‘
So, curiosity results in information learning, which can benefit
an animal in the long run. So, next time you see a shark, instead
of seeing them as a man-eating monster, think: that could be
one smart, social cookie!

OUR FAVOURITE JOKE
What
happens to
a frog's car
when it
breaks
down?
It gets toad
away.

